RANGE AND TRAINING REGULATIONS
Range:
R-103

Location:
6516 8417

Lateral Limits:
Left from grid 6498 8402 at 307 degrees
mag
Right from grid 6534 8432 at 307
degrees mag
Boundaries: Grids
From 6498 8402 to 6462 8444 to 6505
8467 to 6534 8432

Min/max target
engagement:
Min 50 yards
Max 600 yards

Range Facilities:
Range buildings;
public address
system; 146 firing
points at the 25
(future project), 50,
100, 200, 300, 500,
and 600-yard firing
lines; bleachers;
POV parking lot;
armory facility;
ammo tables; port-ajohns.

Impact Area:
X-Ray Impact
Area

Allowable
Wpns: Rifles,
7.62mm and
below; M203
(pyrotechnics
only)

Assigned to:
CO, MCB

Type:
Rifle Range
(Known Distance)

Troop
Penetration Line:
Not beyond pit
area

Range Phone
Number(s):
(760) 725-3436

Date Revised:
060511

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
1.

All scheduling requests for R-103 shall be submitted via the Marksmanship Training Branch. POC is
the SNCOIC at (760) 725-3436.

2.

The 25-yard line is scheduled for future construction. Completion will allow for target engagements of
targets in the butts. Until construction is complete, stage 2 & 3 targets may engaged from the 50 yard
line.

3.

The RSO shall:

4.

§

Coordinate with RSO from R102A to ensure butt area from Targets 1 to 44 are not occupied when
R102 or R102A are occupied.

§

Ensure the gates located in the butt are closed when R102A is in a hot status.

§

Ensure all personnel entering and exiting from the butts are only utilizing the “big end” facilitate
movement into and out of the butt area.

§

When firing 7.62mm an air sentry shall be designated by the RSO to observe for aircraft entering
into the range surface danger zone. In the event an aircraft enters the range surface danger zone, an
immediate cease fire shall be conducted and LONGRIFLE notified. Firing shall not continue until
cleared by LONGRIFLE.

During weekend shoots, all civilian gun clubs will be limited to firing between targets 45 and 115 on R103 to allow the R-102A MCCS Range to operate simultaneously.

